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Soccer Gangsters
moving up and down. Kelly was worried and bent over her friend. Almost all of the players jogged up to them and stood in a circle around the injured boy. The referee signaled to the helpers to hurry. Justus felt his anger growing. Here was a seriously injured player lying on the ground and this jerk, was reacting as cool as a cucumber.

“Idiot,” he hissed. Carefully they lifted Peter onto the stretcher. Then the helpers and their patient disappeared behind the wide swinging doors into the first aid room.

Justus wasn’t interested in soccer until his high school team made the varsity league. The rules weren’t hard to understand for him, but he still wasn’t a real fan. He was only half interested in
today’s match as well. The only reason he came along was because Peter had become the midfield-star of the team in the past weeks.

“Hey!” Justus went back to the boy from the security squad. “How did that happen?”

The other boy looked at him with pity. “During the counterattack after the corner ball, the boy from the ‘Angels’ covering on the left missed a cross.” He seemed to use as many special technical terms as possible. He wanted to show off as an expert of the new favorite sport of many teenagers and also wanted to make Justus angry. “Your man got the ball and the Angels’ sweeper swept him away.”

“Well, they’re stupid to still play with a sweeper, it’s really old-fashioned!” the
First Investigator said. He wanted to stand up to this show-off. At the same moment the door of the first aid room opened and Kelly stormed out. “It’s probably the cruciate ligament,” she called, “it’s either overstretched or a bit torn. He has to be x-rayed.”

“I have a problem,” Justus said. “I would like to go along to the hospital but my cousin is arriving today. He is staying with us for a while. I promised Uncle Titus to go along to the airport.”

“No problem,” Kelly said. “Elizabeth and I will go along with Peter. We’ll call you afterwards, okay?” Justus nodded and was relieved. In the past he often felt that both girls and their whole cheerleading squad were quite complicated. But that changed totally ever
since Bob and Peter’s girl-friends started playing soccer. They were also responsible for organizing tournaments.

Two hours later Justus and Uncle Titus were standing in the airport waiting area. Because the air traffic controllers at the airport were on strike, the chaos here was worse than usual. Several signs were up about the strike – the air traffic controllers wanted to have more breaks during working time and they needed more workers. A few weeks ago there was almost a collision in the sky over Los Angeles. The result of the investigation showed that it was the fault of an overtired air traffic controller in the tower.

“Have I ever met Jimboy before?” asked Justus.
Uncle Titus shook his head. “Aunt Mathilda and I were in Chicago after he was born. But you weren’t around yet.” Aunt Mathilda already told Justus about the complicated relationships between his relatives. His mother and Jimboy’s father had a mutual father, who was Uncle Titus’ father’s brother. Understanding this was no problem for Justus, the mastermind. Justus wanted to explain to Peter and Bob how he was related to Jimboy. But they waved it off and said they didn’t care.

“I can’t wait to see if we look alike,” the First Investigator said.

“I doubt it,” Uncle Titus said. “Jimboy’s father, Derny, is very, very tall. He’s two feet taller than anyone else in the family. Jimboy inherited his talent for soccer